Real-time imaging of DNA ejection from single phage particles.
Infection by tailed dsDNA phages is initiated by release of the viral DNA from the capsid and its polarized injection into the host. The driving force for the genome transport remains poorly defined. Among many hypothesis [1], it has been proposed that the internal pressure built up during packaging of the DNA in the capsid is responsible for its injection [2-4]. Whether the energy stored during packaging is sufficient to cause full DNA ejection or only to initiate the process was tested on phage T5 whose DNA (121,400 bp) can be released in vitro by mere interaction of the phage with its E. coli membrane receptor FhuA [5-7]. We present a fluorescence microscopy study investigating in real time the dynamics of DNA ejection from single T5 phages adsorbed onto a microfluidic cell. The ejected DNA was fluorescently stained, and its length was measured at different stages of the ejection after being stretched in a hydrodynamic flow. We conclude that DNA release is not an all-or-none process but occurs in a stepwise fashion and at a rate reaching 75,000 bp/sec. The relevance of this stepwise ejection to the in vivo DNA transfer is discussed.